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Executive Summary 

In this report we describe the MFDB R package, the core product of the WP3 database 

system. Version 1.0 has been released as open source, and is available for modellers to use 

to help automate generation of GADGET models. 

We then go into details of installation and give a brief outline of usage. 

There was a workshop on using the system in December. Feedback from that was gathered 

and is presented later in this report, and finally an outline for further development is given. 
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Introduction: Description of MFDB system 
The database system developed in WP3 is not a system installed on a server, nor is it a program that 

you install and run locally. Instead, MFDB is an R [1] package, or "toolbox". The aim of this toolbox is 

to make it easy for a modeller to make an R [1] program to automatically download, process and 

create model input files based on input data. 

This 'inside-out' toolbox approach has a number of advantages: 

 Existing R packages can be used for access to institutional data, e.g. the DATRAS package [2]. 
Data files can be loaded using R's built-in file reading tools. 

 The model file generation process can be infinitely customised, as case-study specific R code 
can be inserted at any point to modify the results. This also means that MFDB does not have 
to support every special case. 

 MFDB can be integrated with any other useful steps in model generation, even running 
GADGET. 

The R [1] programming language was chosen as the dominant language in the area, both in terms of 

existing tools and modeller familiarity. 

In essence, an R [1] package defines a collection of functions. There are 2 groups of functions in 

MFDB at this point. The mfdb functions manage and query the database. In detail: 

 mfdb: Connects to (& creates) a PostgreSQL database 

 mfdb_import_: Import data into a PostgreSQL database 

 mfdb_sample_, mfdb_temperature_, mfdb_area_: Query the database, restricting and 
grouping data 

 mfdb_unaggregated, mfdb_group, mfdb_interval, ...: Functions to control grouping in query 
functions 

The result of these functions can be then used with R's built-in abilities to export tables to 

spreadsheets, and then imported into any other system. 

The gadget functions take the results of the MFDB queries and populate a GADGET model directory. 

In detail: 

 gadget_directory: Creates a GADGET model directory 

 gadget_areafile: Turn the results of some mfdb queries into a GADGET areafile 

 gadget_likelihood_component: Turn the results of mfdb queries into a GADGET likelihood 
component 

 gadget_file: Low-level GADGET model file input/output 
One uses the mfdb_import functions to load your data into the database, then mfdb_sample to 

transform and aggregate this data. Then gadget_directory and gadget_likelihood_component can 

write this data out into the GADGET-specific file formats. 

In December, MFDB 1.0 was released. This can be used to generate the GADGET areafile, as well as 

any likelihood component based on stock sampling. Any number of bootstrap samples of stocks can 

also be generated. There are examples within the package of using these features with the ICES 

DATRAS database, and MRI data.  

In the description of work we aimed to have basic output for 2 modelling packages at this stage, 

decided to be GADGET and an R-based EwE in D3.1. However, the latter has not been released at the 

http://www.r-project.org/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id1
http://www.r-project.org/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id1
http://www.rforge.net/DATRAS/Tutorial.htm
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id9
http://www.r-project.org/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id1
http://www.r-project.org/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id1
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time of writing. This not only means that we cannot provide support for it, but active modelling work 

is focused on GADGET models. As such, GADGET support is currently more advanced than it would 

have otherwise been, and MFDB's GADGET capabilities will be expanded faster over the coming 

months to keep pace with modelling activity and ensure Modellers are supported. EwE support can 

be revisited when software is available. 

Regardless, for modelling tools without built-in support, all MFDB outputs can be exported to 

spreadsheets, to allow for manual imports. 

Installation & Usage 
Firstly, you will need to have installed R [1] onto your computer. If you have not done this already, 

instructions are available on the R [1] project home page. 

Secondly, you will need to install the PostgreSQL [3] database. Instructions for specific operating 

systems are available on the MFDB Github page [4]. Most commonly, under Debian/Ubuntu you will 

have to run the following: 

sudo apt-get install libpq-dev postgresql  

Then create a user and database: 

su - postgres psql 

CREATE USER your_username  

CREATE DATABASE mf  

OWNER your_username;  

Finally, you can install the package at the R [1] prompt using devtools [5]. The database schema will 

be created automatically the first time you connect. 

# install.packages("devtools") devtools::install_github("mareframe/mfdb") 

All functions have R help pages. For an overview of using MFDB, read the package help page using 

the package?mfdb command. This gives an overview of the concepts behind MFDB and examples of 

usage. It is reproduced in the annex "MFDB Package documentation". 

There are example scripts that can import form ICES and MRI databases included in the MFDB 

package. These can be either run using the demo(package = 'mfdb') command, or you can look at the 

demo source code [6] on GitHub. 

Database workshop & feedback 
As part of the annual meeting in Aberdeen, there was a workshop on installing and using MFDB. The 

feedback was generally positive, the following comments were received 

Quick bugs that were fixed in the following weeks: 
As long as there were no changes to the database schema required, then the changes could be 

quickly made and added to a MFDB 1.1: 

http://www.r-project.org/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id1
http://www.r-project.org/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id1
http://postgresql.org/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id11
http://github.com/mareframe/mfdb/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id13
http://www.r-project.org/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id1
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/cran.r-project.org/web/packages/devtools/index.html
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id15
https://github.com/mareframe/mfdb/tree/1.x/demo
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id17
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 When connecting to the database, it wasn't possible to change the database name from "mf" 
to something else 

 There was no example of how the bootstrap sampling functions worked 

 Temperature should be reported to 1 decimal place 
MFDB 1.1 was released after the workshop, mid January, and addressed these concerns. 

Changes that will require database changes and an MFDB 2.0 
Changes in the database schema need to be handled with care, since there is potential for data loss. 

A user may not have the permission or desire to change it. Because of this, schema changes are only 

allowed between major versions, so it is clear which versions of the R package will work with your 

database. 

MFDB 2.0 addresses the following concerns brought up in the workshop: 

 You cannot vary gear and vessel types within a survey, this should be possible. 

 Allow any indices to be stored, not just temperature. In particular, store acoustic data and 
then use it as an abundance index when querying stock samples. 

 Support importing and querying of predator/prey stomach data, generating the ratio of 
stomachs present / stomachs as required by GADGET. 

MFDB 2.0 is nearly finished, and should be released February 2015. 

Conclusions 
At this point MFDB demonstrates a database system which works end-to-end, i.e. can import data 

from at least 2 key data sources and transform this data into GADGET model files. At this point there 

is enough for it to be useful for a modeller working with GADGET. 

MFDB 2.0 is nearly finished, at which point all concerns in the database workshop should be 

addressed. 

As modellers are now using this tool, it is anticipated that many more feature requests will come in 

over 2015, which will be incorporated into future releases. There are several tasks for future versions 

of MFDB already known though. Namely: 

 Generating GADGET refweight files 

 Generating weighted standard deviation for data 
This collaborative approach should ensure that the MFDB provides the features modellers require, 

and provide more GADGET support as their models become more intricate. 

Support for other models will be started as soon as applicable, in particular: 

 Reading of Atlantis data into MFDB, once stable Atlantis model output is available 

 EwE model output, once the R version of EwE is available 
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Annex: MFDB Package documentation 

Introduction & Schema description 
Before doing anything with mfdb, it is worth knowing a bit about how data is stored. Broadly, there 

are 2 basic types of table in mfdb, taxonomy and measurement tables. 

The measurement tables store all forms of sample data supported, at the finest available detail. These 

are then aggregated when using any of the mfdb query functions. All measurement data is separated 

by case study, so multiple case studies can be loaded into a database without conflicts. 

Taxonomy tables store all possible values for terms and their meaning, to ensure consistency in the 

data. A particularly important table is case_study, which lists the possible case studies that the 

database can store. When connecting to mfdb, you need to specify which case study you will be 

working with, so you access the correct data. 

Most Taxonomies are the same across any installation, and their definitions are stored as data attached 

to this package. See mfdb-data for more information on these. Others, such as areacell and 

sampling_type are case study specific, and you will need to define your terms before you can import 

data. 

Importing data 
Unless you are working with a remote database, you will need to populate the database at least once 

before you are able to do any querying. The steps your script needs to do are: 

Connect to database 

Use the mfdb() function. This will create tables / populate taxonomies if necessary. 

Define areas & divisions 
mfdb models space in the following way: 

areacell 

The finest level of detail stored in the database. Every measurement (e.g. temperature, length 

sample) is assigned to an areacell. This will generally correspond to ICES gridcells, however 

there is no requirement to do so. You might augment gridcell information with depth, or 

include divisions when the measurement doesn't correlate to a specific areacell. 

division 

Collections of areacells, e.g. ICES subdivisions, or whatever is appropriate. 

http://www.r-project.org/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id10
http://www.rforge.net/DATRAS/Tutorial.htm
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id12
http://postgresql.org/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id14
http://github.com/mareframe/mfdb/
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id16
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/cran.r-project.org/web/packages/devtools/index.html
https://word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?Fi=SDE402E148551E6EC3!111&H=emul&C=5_810_SN2-SKY-WAC-WSHI&ui=en-GB&rs=en-GB&su=-2016801982326608189&cy=vnK3YKlwOe5DvVA0WNWkAUhbT1kBYnj4U1JJ8DkC864%3D7&ad=en-GB&sc=host%3D&wdPid=3AEFD5CE&wdModeSwitchTime=1422439739989&wdPreviousSession=7d0e1716-7a35-4d5b-999f-0767e23488b6&pdcn=pdc676c#id18
https://github.com/mareframe/mfdb/tree/1.x/demo
http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/html/mfdb-data.html
http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/html/mfdb.html
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Finally, when querying, divisions are grouped together into named collections, for instance 

mfdb_group(north = 1:3, south = 4:6) will put anything in divisions 1–3 under an area named "north", 

4–5 under an area named "south". 

areacells and divisions are defined using mfdb_import_area() and mfdb_import_division() 

respectively. Before you can upload any measurements, you have to define the areacells that they 

will use. 

Define sampling types 
Any survey data can have a sampling type defined, which then can be used when querying data. If you 

want to use a sampling type, then define it using mfdb_import_sampling_type(). 

Import temperature data 
At this point, you can start uploading actual measurements. The easiest of which is temperature. 

Upload a table of areacell/month/temperature data using mfdb_import_temperature() 

Import survey data 

Finally, import any survey data using mfdb_import_survey(). Ideally upload your data in separate 

chunks. For example, if you have length and age-length data, don't combine them in R, upload them 

separately and both will be used when querying for length data. This keeps the process simple, and 

allows you to swap out data as necessary 

See mfdb_import_survey for more information or the demo directory for concrete examples. 

Querying data 
There are a selection of querying functions available, all of which work same way. You give a set of 

parameters, each of which can be a vector of data you wish returned, for instance year = 1998:2000 or 

species = c('COD'). 

If also grouping by this column (i.e. 'year', 'timestep', 'area' and any other columns given, e.g. 'age'), 

then the parameter will control how this grouping works, e.g. maturity_stage = mfdb_group(imm = 1, 

mat = 2:5) will result in the maturity_stage column having either 'imm' or 'mat'. These will also be 

used to generate GADGET aggregation files later. 

For example, the following queries the temperature table: 

defaults <- list( 
area = mfdb_group("101" = c(1011, 1012, 1013)), 
# Group months to create 2 timesteps for each year 
timestep = mfdb_timestep_quarterly, 
year = 1996:2005) 

agg_data <- mfdb_temperature(mdb, defaults)  
 

All functions will result in a list of data.frame result tables (generally only one, unless you requested 

bootstrapping). Each are suitable for feeding into a gadget function to output into model files. See 

mfdb_sample_count for more information or the demo directory for concrete examples. 

http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/html/mfdb_import.html
http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/html/mfdb_import.html
http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/html/mfdb_import.html
http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/html/mfdb_import.html
http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/html/mfdb_import.html
http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/html/mfdb_import.html
http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/demo
http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/html/mfdb_queries.html
http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/demo
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Creating GADGET files 
Finally, there are a set of functions that turn the output of queries into GADGET model files. These 

work on a gadget_directory object, which can either be an existing GADGET model to alter, or an 

empty / nonexistant directory. 

Generally, the result of an mfdb query will be enough to create a corresponding GADGET file, for 

instance, the following will create a GADGET area file in your gadget directory: 

gadget_dir_write(gd,gadget_areafile( size = mfdb_area_size(mdb, defaults)[[1]], temperature = 

mfdb_temperature(mdb, defaults)[[1]]))  

  

http://mareframe.github.io/packages/mfdb/html/gadget_directory.html
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Appendix: Database Schema 
Below is the database schema as will be implemented for MFDB 2.0. This includes the predator and 

prey relationship tables, as well as the existing sample table and taxonomy tables. 

 


